PRG's Effect on Root Growth
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Plant growth regulators (PGRs) are often applied to highly managed, cool-season turfgrasses every few weeks throughout the growing season to reduce clipping production, increase sward density, reduce seedhead formation and enhance sward color (Lickfeldt et al., 2001). Because PGRs reduce vertical shoot growth, some investigators have theorized that root growth may be enhanced through basal photoassimilate transport (Kaufmann et al., 1983).

Studies evaluating PGR application on turfgrasses have generally focused on shoot growth rather than root or whole plant growth. Extensive research has shown Primo reduces clipping production while increasing sward density for both warm- and cool-season turfgrasses (Ervin and Kioski, 1998; Fagerness and Yelverton, 2000). More detailed investigations of PGR application have found changes in shoot morphology, including increased cell density per leaf, shorter and thicker cells and increased specific leaf weights (Ervin and Kioski, 1998; Gaussoin et al., 1997; Heckman et al., 2001).

Because PGRs alter leaf morphology, the question remains: Do PGRs affect root growth and architecture?

Studies that have measured PGR effects on root growth have reported increased, decreased and no change in root mass (Ervin and Kioski, 2001; Fagerness and Yelverton, 2001; Marcum and Jiang, 1997). Far fewer studies have been conducted to assess PGR effects on turfgrass root characteristics such as surface area, root diameter and root length (Marcum and Jiang, 1997).

Root mass measurement alone does not provide the details necessary to understand the effects of PGR application on plant root growth and structure. More complete information regarding rooting characteristics such as total root length, average root diameter and root surface area provides researchers the insight needed to evaluate the effect of a factor (temperature, water availability, pesticide applications) on root structure. Time again it has been shown root structure plays an integral role in determining a plant's ability to obtain water and nutrients for proper plant growth and development.

Additionally, when considering the effects of PGRs or other growth modifiers, researchers have tended to examine shoot growth without consideration for root growth, or conversely, measured root mass without considering shoot-growth parameters. Particularly when studying compounds that modify plant growth, such as PGRs, it is imperative that both shoot and root responses be examined in order to understand how these compounds affect total plant growth.

The objective of our research was to determine the effect of a single Primo application on root and shoot growth parameters of Kentucky bluegrass over time.

Due to the difficulty in studying root systems under field conditions, we chose a water culture or hydroponic system to measure root growth over time. Kentucky bluegrass plants, variety Moonlight, were grown from seed in the greenhouse and transferred six weeks after germination into the hydroponic system. Individual plants were used in the hydroponic system. Irradiance levels were 800 to 900 micromoles per square meter per second (µmol m-2 s-1) during a 16-hour photoperiod.

Three weeks after plants were transplanted from soil to hydroponics, half of the plants from each container were treated with a single Primo application at the label rate 0.27 kilograms (kg) actual ingredient per hectare, while untreated plants in each container served as controls. For seven weeks following Primo application, one Primo-treated and one untreated plant from each container were harvested weekly.

Shoot height, tiller number and plant color were recorded. Roots were excised as close to the crown as possible and stored at 4 degrees Celsius (C) until image analysis.

Excised roots were analyzed using the WinRhizo system (Regent Instruments Inc., Version 5.0A, Quebec, Canada). The WinRhizo system is an image-analysis system used to
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measure root parameters, including total root length (TRL in cm), root diameter (mm) and root surface area (SA in square centimeters).

On a single plant basis, Primo-treated KBG increased tillering while plant height followed a typical pattern of inhibition and rebound reported in many Primo-treated turfgrass studies (Ervin and Koski, 2001; Fagerness et al., 2002). Root and shoot growth of Primotreated plants had similar growth patterns: an initial reduction in TRL and SA was followed by a period of increased growth.

Thereafter, root growth slowed for both Primo-treated KBG and controls. Because Primo had no effect on average root diameter, increases in TRL and SA are because of existing vertical growth and/or root initiation.

From this study, root growth (TRL and SA) on a single-plant basis could indicate an increase in rooting for Primo-treated plants. However, because tillers are considered individual plants with individual root systems, it is important to relate root growth to changes in shoot growth. As a result, Primo-induced tillering resulted in reduced TRL and SA per tiller or less roots per tiller.

The increase in tiller number supports past research findings and anecdotal evidence of increased sward density from Primo application. However, increased tiller numbers and reduced TRL and SA per tiller from a Primo application could limit individual tiller development through lowered nutrient and water uptake. In turn, this would create greater competition among KBG plants within the sward.

Changes in root architecture and tillering between Primo-treated and control plants may be the result of altered photosynthetic rates and/or distribution of photoassimilates. Other agronomic commodities treated with PGRs have shown decreased and/or increased photosynthetic rates as well as altered photoassimilate distribution (Huang et al., 1995; Hunter and Proctor, 1994; El-Hodairi et al., 1988).

In our research, changes in photosynthetic rates of Primo-treated KBG were only slightly reduced for a very short period of time, if at all. Rather, changes in photoassimilate distribution in KBG appear to be the major affect of Primo in altering plant growth.

Researchers and turfgrass practitioners often ask how a particular treatment affects root growth or shoot growth. This research illustrates the complexity of plant root growth research.

Both root and shoot growth should be measured in order to obtain an accurate representation of the effects of exogenously-applied PGRs. Though the methods used for this study do not represent field conditions, this research clearly shows how PGRs affect energy (photoassimilate) distribution within the plant. Further research should be conducted to determine Primo effects on turfgrass rooting under field conditions.

However, using a holistic approach provides greater insight into how PGRs affect overall plant growth. Therefore, the next time you hear claims of increased rooting concerning any product, you should ask, “How does this relate to shoot growth and overall plant growth?”

Jeffrey Beasley recently completed his Ph.D. at the University of Illinois, examining the effects of PGR activity on turfgrass growth. Dr. Bruce Branham is a professor in turfgrass science at the University of Illinois.
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When it comes to plant nutrition, one size does not fit all. Floratine has versatile, advanced design products such as Perk Up and ProteSyn for heat stress and Per "4" Max for density to meet the needs for turf strength under changing conditions. Floratine and its representatives are committed to helping our clients deal with the challenges of turf nutrition and achieving their goals.
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